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            Abstract 
 This article presents the application of the Enhanced Sequence Diagram (ESD) for the analysis of 
the functionality of a system with shape-changing aspects in the context of its multiple operational 
modes, considering an active rear spoiler as a case study. The article provides new insights on the 
ESD support for model-based capture and articulation of functional requirements across multiple 
operation modes of the same system, with appropriate detail on attributes and metrics, and the 
alignment of these attributes and metrics in line with the concept of time through scope lines. The 
article also provides a comprehensive argument and discussion, exemplifi ed based on the case 
study, for the support that the ESD provides for early systems functional and architecture analysis, 
within the context of a broader model-based Failure Mode Analysis methodology.      
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     1  .      Introduction 

  1.1  .      Problem Statement and 
Motivation 

 Automotive systems development has seen a significant 
complexity increase due to technology advancements and the 
increased focus on the introduction of features to enhance 
safety, comfort, and re� nement of the vehicle. Systems engi-
neering integration challenges stem from the now ubiquitous 
interdisciplinary nature of the cyber-physical systems [ 1 ] and 
the interdisciplinarity present in engineering teams collabo-
rating in Product Development [ 2 ]. While Model-Based 
Systems Engineering (MBSE) environment [ 3 ] is increasingly 
adopted to manage systems engineering integration, the devel-
opment of approaches to bridge the gap between MBSE and 
the engineering methods widely employed to support robust-
ness and Failure Mode Avoidance (FMA) in systems design 
and product development are still valuable and needed. � is 
article focuses on the description of such a method—referred 
to as the Enhanced Sequence Diagram (ESD) [ 4 ], employed 
to address a known di�  cult problem for both MBSE and 
conventional engineering design approaches, i.e., the model-
ling of the functional logic for a system with multiple 
operation modes. 

 Many modern automotive systems have multiple use 
cases as modes of operation, where modes can be referred to 
various functions provided by the system to the user directly 
and indirectly, and hence involving different functional 
requirements [ 5 ]. � e need for studies on functional modelling 
of complex systems with multiple operation modes is well 
recognized in literature [ 5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  10 ]. It is recognized that 
transitions between modes can contribute to the increase of 
the system complexity due to the switchable and dynamic 
behaviors [ 5 ]. 

 From a classic engineering analysis perspective, 
function analysis methods (e.g., [ 11 ]) provide the practitio-
ners with a clear sequence of steps to apply on a system. 
� ese methods focus on the device-centric analysis of the 
system, i.e., the way of working of the system is analyzed in 
the context of one of its main function � ows. � erefore, these 
methods cannot easily capture the distinct modes of opera-
tion in relation to other functions of the system. MBSE 
methods can describe the logic of di� erent modes of opera-
tion based on function-related activities, but they do not 
provide an easy and systematic way of integrating models 
of di� erent operation modes to ensure the robust capture of 
requirements and functional and architecture models that 
are traceable across the modes of operations of the system. 
From an automotive OEM point of view, this leads to further 
methodological challenges in terms of the identi� cation and 
the evaluation of risks based on the existing Function FMA 
methodology [ 12 ]. � ere is a need for a methodology that 
enables practitioners to capture functional requirements 
with integrity based on the systems analysis within an 
MBSE environment. 

 � e ESD detailed in [ 4 ] aimed to address the need for 
such a methodology in relation to the gap between the MBSE 
methods and the well-established methods for functional 
modelling in engineering design. � e ESD examples in [ 4 ] 
focused on the introduction of both new technology and 
advanced control feature as a new operation mode on an 
existing hybrid propulsion system, which is common practice 
in product development projects [ 13 ,  14 ] and is also a meth-
odological challenge in technology development and innova-
tion across industry domains [ 15 ]. 

 � is article aims to further enhance the ESD approach, 
illustrate its deployment in the context of a system with multiple 
modes of operation, and show how this analysis supports an 
e� ective approach to Function Failure Mode Analysis and 
Avoidance of the system, supporting robustness and reliability 
early in the system design process. Speci� cally, in this work, 
we focus the analysis on a material functional � ow and consider 
the shape-changing perspective, related to the change of 
geometrical shape of the system based on user or system opera-
tional requirements. Functional analysis of such systems, in 
particular systems (e.g., morphing airfoil) with complex behav-
iors relating to aeroelasticity (i.e., the science of the interaction 
between aerodynamic forces and nonrigid structures), has been 
identi� ed as problematic by several scholars [ 5 ,  16 ]. An active 
rear spoiler (ARS) system is used as a case study in this article 
with the aim of (i) providing a deeper understanding of func-
tional analysis of such systems with a focus on shape change 
of a single component (i.e., spoiler) in relation to multiple opera-
tion modes and (ii) providing practitioners with guidance on 
the use of ESD in the Function Failure Mode Analysis and 
Avoidance of the system.  

  1.2  .      Overview of Related 
Literature 

 From functional requirements perspective, functional 
reasoning revolves around modelling the � ows through the 
system in industrial practice. � e analysis of systems with 
multiple operation modes using � ow-based functional model-
ling requires the integration of the � ows of material, energy, 
and information related to the operation modes into a single 
functional model and the activation of a selection of functions 
in respect of an operation mode. Functional models of opera-
tion modes of a system may not necessarily consist of the same 
function chain (a set of connected functions capturing the 
decomposition structure at a given hierarchical level); however, 
functions of these models can possess the same inputs-outputs 
(e.g., electrical energy), which need to be transmitted or trans-
formed through the system. � e inclusion of function speci-
� cations, the attributes, and metrics of inputs/outputs of each 
function in function modelling of a system enables the prac-
titioner to di� erentiate between ways of achievement of opera-
tion modes which may be related to switching to a di� erent 
technology (e.g., powering a hybrid electric vehicle by fuel or 
electric) or just changing the value of an attribute of a system/
subsystem/component (e.g., di� erent con� gurations/shapes 
of a car boot in relation to user requirements). 
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 � e framework of Pahl and Beitz [ 11 ], adopted in mechan-
ical engineering literature (e.g., [ 17 ,  18 ,  19 ]) and in interdisci-
plinary design approaches (e.g., [ 20 ]), represents a functional 
model of technical systems in terms of the � ows of material, 
energy, and information/signal. � e information contained 
in the verb-object description of functions in this modelling 
scheme neglects the speci� cations of functions. � is also 
applies to the recent works in engineering design literature 
that utilized � ow-based function modelling formalized by 
[ 17 ], e.g., [ 21 ,  22 ,  23 ]. 

 MBSE modelling environment provides an e� ective way 
of modelling functional related activities. Behavior diagrams 
of System Modelling Language (SysML) [ 24 ], a prevalent 
MBSE tool for model-based development of multidisciplinary 
systems [ 25 ,  26 ,  27 ], capture functional requirements of a 
system’s use cases. Sequence diagrams (SD), activity diagrams, 
and state machine diagrams are used in the realization of 
these use cases. � ese methods capture function speci� cations 
in di� erent ways. Inputs and outputs of activity in activity 
diagrams are called parameters, which may have a value type 
or block, while state machines can include variables such as 
heat. SD represent the exchanges of the messages including 
arguments, which can be values such as numbers. [ 28 ] argue 
that it is also possible to indicate the passage of material and 
energy through arguments of the message. However, a system-
atic method to develop a functional model of a system in the 
context of its multiple operation modes is lacking, including 
taking into consideration the impact of a diagram for a use 
case on another diagram of the di� erent use cases of the 
same system. 

 � e idea of deriving state-based diagrams (i.e., UML/
SysML state machines and its predecessor Statecharts) from 
SD has been the subject of intensive research e� orts in both 
industry and academia in the last two decades; see, e.g., [ 29 , 
 30 ,  31 ,  32 ]. � ere are a variety of motivations behind the need 
for the transitions from SD to state-based diagrams. [ 33 ] 
pointed out the transition from requirements scenarios to 
component design. [ 30 ,  34 ] suggest that SD are generally used 
in the early stages of conceptual design; therefore synthesis 
of statecharts from SD was natural. [ 35 ] argued that the tran-
sition can increase the e� ectiveness of the overall so� ware 
development process. Several other researchers [ 32 ,  36 ,  37 , 
 38 ,  39 ] indicated that SD describes a speci� c aspect of a 
system’s operation based on the behavior of a complete set 
of objects (e.g., SD for “Drive Vehicle” including interactions 
between “Driver” and “Vehicle”), while state-based diagrams 
can provide a complete view of all scenarios in an integrated 
model of a single object’s behavior (e.g., state machine 
diagram for “Drive Vehicle” with transitions between “vehicle 
on” and “vehicle o� ” states). As in the conventional SD, the 
ESD focuses on the analysis of a particular use case of a 
system as a mode of operation. However, the ESD provides 
a more detailed and rigorous analysis of functional require-
ments of a complex multidisciplinary system by being based 
on the integration of a � ow-based functional requirements 
reasoning and schema with the system operational analysis 
based on an SD.  

  1.3  .      Paper Structure 
 � e structure of the article is as follows:  Section 2  provides an 
overview of the ESD, including its schemata and the repre-
sentation of functions and � ows;  Section 3  describes the appli-
cation of the ESD methodology on the automotive case study 
of an ARS, while  Section 4  focuses on the use of the ESD in 
the Function FMA along with the introduction of a new 
perspective of deriving state-based diagrams from sequence-
based diagrams and the syntheses of these state-based 
diagrams for researchers or practitioners who are interested 
in this topic.  Section 5  discusses key aspects of the ESD in 
function modelling and architecture analysis of the ARS as a 
shape-changing structure and the impact of the ESD in the 
Function Failure Mode Analysis and Avoidance.  Section 6  
concludes the article.   

  2  .      Enhanced Sequence 
Diagram 

 SysML is considered as one of the most popular tools in MBSE 
in terms of engineering applications [ 25 ]. SysML SD supports 
MBSE by capturing the functional logic of a system use case 
as transmission/transaction type functions. � ese diagrams 
support the analysis of a system with numerous modelling 
possibilities such as alternatives, options, and breaks [ 40 ]. SD 
has been adopted by various so� ware packages and used with 
increased functionality. For example, scenario diagrams (e.g., 
operational scenario) of Capella are mainly inspired by the 
SysML SD [ 41 ]. Until very recently (in March 2021) MathWorks 
introduced SD in System Composer for its use in MBSE. 
Component and system-level behavior of a system in System 
Composer can be described as the interaction between compo-
nents in a sequence of message exchanges by using SD. SD 
can be used with architecture models and can be integrated 
with Simulink with traceability throughout Model-Based 
Design. � ey also support the identi� cation and the docu-
mentation of requirements through the de� nition of pro� les 
and stereotypes [ 42 ]. 

 � e idea of the ESD, � rst outlined in [ 43 ], and further 
developed by [ 4 ,  44 ], is to augment a conventional SD with 
the ability to capture � ow-based information to provide better 
support for function and architecture analysis and require-
ments capture. � is section introduces the ESD schema and 
concept;  Section 2.1  covers the representation of the elements 
of the ESD and introduces de� nitions and conventions, while 
 Section 2.2  details the representation of functions and � ows 
in the ESD. 

  2.1  .      ESD Schemata 
 Engineered systems ful� ll their functions through operations, 
which can take place concurrently or sequentially, and these 
operations are thought of in terms of the � ows of material, 
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energy, or information/signal [ 11 ].  Figure 1(a)  illustrates the 
fundamental representation principle for the main operations 
and � ows in the ESD. � e corresponding � ow-based repre-
sentations for Functions 1-3 are shown in  Figure 1(b)  based 
on the representation convention of Pahl and Beitz [ 11 ]. 

  A conventional SD focuses on the analysis of systems 
where all exchanges are signal/information and represents 
these exchanges in terms of information on a single dominant 
� ow. � erefore, the conventional SD cannot not provide su�  -
cient information in the analysis of multidisciplinary systems 
with a combination of multiple � ows of material, energy, and 
information. � e ESD augments the SD in the following 
aspects for the analysis of systems consisting of a combination 
of the � ows of material, energy, and information:

•    � e replacement of an SD “lifeline” (representing 
operations on a single � ow of information) with a 
“� owline” (representing the � ows of material and energy 
in addition to information, with associated operations). 
With respect to the representation convention of [ 11 ], 
these � owlines are represented by dotted line (the � ow of 
information/signal), thinner continuous line (the � ow of 
energy), and thicker continuous line (the � ow of 
material) as shown in  Figure 1(a) .  

•   � e ability to relate an actor to multiple � owlines of the 
same or di� erent kind. Both the System of Interest (SoI) 
and the actors can hold multiple � owlines of Material, 
Energy, and Information. � e SoI in  Figure 1(a)  is 
represented with three � owlines of Material, Energy, 
and Information.  

•   In terms of architecture development, one or more 
� owlines can be related to an internal actor in the SoI, 
and these actors can be conceptualized as subsystems or 
components along with the capture of the operations’ 
sequence in the system.  

•   Like the SD, the ESD elaborates on the functionality of 
one use-case/operation mode of a system. However, the 
ESD introduces the concept of “Scope Line” to link ESDs 
of di� erent use cases of a system. A scope line denotes 
the boundaries of a system use case. � e initial and/or 
the � nal value(s) of the attribute(s) of relevant actors (i.e., 
input/output actors and internal actors of the SoI) are 
represented as states at the boundary of the scope lines.    

 � e representation principles of the ESD are in line with 
Uni� ed Modelling Language (UML)/SysML SD as shown in 
 Figure 1(a) . Flowlines are represented as vertical lines that 

(a)

(b)

IEM

Actor 1 (Input)

Attribute 1 (Value 1)

Attribute 2 (Value 2)

Time

Attribute 2 (Value 3)

Attribute 1 (Value 1) Function (1)

Attribute 1 (Value 1) Attribute 1 (Value 1)Function (2)

System (SoI)

Function (3)

Actor 2 (Output)

Attribute 3 (Value 5)

Attribute 3 (Value 5)

Attribute 1 (Value 4)

Attribute 1 (Value 1)

Attribute 3 (Value 0)

    FIGURE 1       (a) ESD schema [ 4 ], (b) corresponding fl ow-based schema for Functions 1-3.       
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descend from the base of the actors and SoI. Similarly, both 
an actor and an SoI are denoted by rectangles.  

  2.2  .      ESD Representation of 
Functions and Flows 

  Figure 1 (a) represents two main types of operations (conver-
sion and transmission) and three main types of f lows 
(connecting, branching, and transmission) taking place in 
technical systems, as follows:

    a  .   Conversion (transformation) operation and 
connecting � ow, illustrated by Function 1  

   b  .   Transmission (transaction) operation and 
transmission � ow, illustrated by Function 2  

   c  .   Branching � ow, illustrated by Function 3 based on a 
conversion operation    

 � ese types of operations and � ows provide prescriptive 
guidelines on the use of the ESD in the functional analysis of 
complex systems with a combination of multiple types of 
operations on � ows. � e SoI and the input/output actors are 
conceptualized as states, which are described in terms of 
objects with measurable attributes. An open arrow is used to 
denote a function, connecting the input state to the output 
state. A function is articulated in a verb + noun format where 
the verb re� ects the operation on the object attribute(s) and 
the noun represents the object or the object attribute. 

 A conversion operation changes the attributes of an object 
that the function is applied to. It is de� ned in terms of a “triad” 
of an input state (SoI with Attribute 2/Value 2), an output state 
(SoI with Attribute 2/Value 3), and another state (conceptually 
de� ned as a design element/solution—Actor 1 with Attribute 
1/Value 1) as shown with Function 1  in  Figure 1(a) . � e 
achievement of the conversion operations requires the connec-
tion of the � ows of additional resources to relevant � owlines 
to complete the triad, showing the way of achievement of the 
function. � e arrow from Attribute 1 (Value 1) of Actor 1 
pointed to Function 1 completes the triad by showing that 
Actor 1 is necessary for the ful� llment of Function 1, which 
provides the transition from the input state to the output state. 
� is “connecting � ow” is related to the conceptual “design 
solution” for the delivery of the function on the related � owline 
where the conversion operation takes place. � e SoI with its 
input values (Attribute 2/Value 2) interacts with the Actor 1 
(with Attribute 1/Value 1) to achieve the transition to the 
output state (SoI with Attribute 2/Value 3). In line with the 
principles of a standard SD, the duration of the transformation 
is shown in the � owline sequence by a bar whose length is 
indicative of the time over which the conversion functions 
act, as shown in  Figure 1(a) . It is not possible to show the 
duration of time on a � ow-based presentation, as shown by 
Function 1 and Function 3 in  Figure 1(b) . 

 A transmission operation in the ESD changes the location 
of an object/object attribute through the applied function. 
Transmission � ow for this operation is illustrated with a 
straight open arrow, as shown by Function 2 in  Figure 1(a) . 
Function 2 represents the transmission of Attribute 1 (Value 

1) from Actor 1 to the SoI. If the duration of the transmission 
event is not negligible, the event can be represented as a trans-
formation as shown by Function 1 in  Figure 1(a) . 

 A branching � ow in the ESD is used to illustrate consider-
able losses during conversion and transmission functions. 
Function 3 in  Figure 1(a)  shows a branching � ow for a conver-
sion operation. � e transmission of part of the SoI’s Attribute 
1 on the energy � owline to the Actor 2 changes both the value 
of SoI’s Attribute 1 from Value 1 to Value 4 and the value of 
the Attribute 3 of the Actor 2 to Value 5 in  Figure 1(a) . [ 4 ] 
introduced join and fork nodes for the representation of 
di� erent combinations of multiple � ows. 

 � e ESD captures the attributes associated with interactions 
between both the external and internal actors and between 
internal actors in terms of operations on � ows for the ful� llment 
of the function(s) associated with a system use case. A structured 
and coherent analysis of other use cases of the same system 
requires the consideration of relevant states of these actors. � e 
following section provides a detailed illustration of this based on 
the deployment of the ESD methodology to analyze an ARS.   

  3  .      Case Study: ESD 
Analysis for an ARS 
with Multiple Operation 
Modes 

  3.1  .      Overview of the ARS 
System 

 As an automotive aerodynamic device, the function of a rear 
spoiler is to “spoil” unfavorable air movement (generally 
described as turbulence or drag) passing over the vehicle body, 
as shown by arrows in  Figure 2 . A rear spoiler increases fuel 

    FIGURE 2       A rear spoiler “spoiling” unfavorable air 
movement [ 45 ].       
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e�  ciency and aerodynamic stability of the vehicle by reducing 
the aerodynamic drag of the vehicle body. 

  An “active” rear spoiler automatically adjusts its angle 
according to the vehicle conditions, changing the spoiling 
e� ect on the vehicle. ARS mostly operate automatically in 
response to the change in vehicle speed and other inputs. � e 
driver can o� en deploy the spoiler manually if desired (such 
as for aesthetic purposes) but may not be able to retract the 
spoiler above a particular speed if the control of the vehicle 
could be a� ected dangerously.  

  3.2  .      ESD Methodology for the 
ARS System 

  Figure 3  summarizes the modes of operation of the ARS 
analyzed in this article. As shown in  Figure 3 , the change of 
the modes of operation of the ARS is related to the values of 
three inputs taken from the vehicle in this article: Vehicle 
Velocity (VV), Drag Coe�  cient (D), and Spoiler Angle (θ). 
“Vehicle” refers to relevant subsystems of the vehicle (such as 
the battery or ECU). More inputs can be considered (such as 
the yaw rate of the vehicle body), as pointed out by [ 46 ]. � e 
ARS converts these inputs into a control signal for the adjust-
ment of the spoiler, which spoils the air and noti� es the state 
of the spoiler to the driver. Certain values for θ and thresholds 
for VV and D are presented to di� erentiate between operation 
modes. In relation to “Normal Speed” and “High Speed” 
operation modes, “Retracted” mode can be  divided into 
“Retract at Normal Speed” and “Retract at High Speed.” 

  � e use-case diagram in  Figure 4  illustrates these opera-
tion modes as use cases to capture the functionality of the 
spoiler. As shown in  Figures 3  and  4 , the functionality of the 
ARS revolves around the movement of the spoiler. � e varia-
tion between the operation modes is at di� erent variables of 
relevant actors rather than di� erent functional models—in 
other words, functional models of these modes share the same 
functional model; however, the attribute values of relevant 
internal and external actors of the ARS will be di� erent. 

� ese require the consideration of quanti� cation of actor’s 
states, described in terms of measurable attributes in the ESD, 
in relation to the functional model of each operation mode. 

  Vehicle, Driver, and Air are the actors required for the 
fulfillment of the use cases, i.e., the movement of the 
spoiler. The actors “Vehicle” and “Driver” are related to all 
use cases, while the actor “Air” is only associated with the 
state of the spoiler at relevant vehicle speeds, as illustrated 
in  Figure 4 . The ESD is used in the analysis of a system in 
a structured sequence:

    i  .   � e development of a use diagram.  
   ii  .   � e analysis of each use case is in turn based on a 

black-box analysis. A concise articulation of input/
output states and transformative function of relevant 
use case with reference to its actors are introduced as 
a black-box based on the System State Flow Diagram 
(SSFD) function representation [ 47 ].  

   iii  .   � e function decomposition analysis for each use 
case, based on a proposed architecture or the 
assumption of a standard architecture depending on 
the aim of the analysis, such as the analysis of an 
existing system or the improvement of an 
existent system.  

   iv  .   � e use of the ESDs of the system to support function 
failure mode analysis and avoidance, which prompts 
further analysis (functional, architecture, etc.) of 
the system.    

 � e following sections focus on i-iii by being based on 
the analysis of four modes of operation of the ARS shown as 
use cases in  Figure 4  in conjunction with di� erent conditions 
of the vehicle to re� ect the functionality of the spoiler’s 
di� erent con� gurations based on this methodology.  Sections 
3.3  and  3.4  describe “adjust spoiler” and “retract spoiler” at 
normal speed, respectively.  Section 3.5  outlines both use cases 
for the operation at high speed, while  Section 3.6  details the 
establishment of links between multiple operation modes in 
the ESD.  

Retracted/inactive Normal speed High speed

VV: Vehicle Velocity; D: Drag Coefficient

    FIGURE 3       Modes of operation of the ARS [ 45 ].       

Adapted from Ref. [45]. Image by Ervin Bolat and licensed under the. Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
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  3.3  .      Operation Mode 1: Adjust 
Spoiler While the Vehicle 
is at Normal Speed 

  Figure 5  illustrates the development of the ESD for “Adjust 
spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case.  Figure 
5(a)  shows a black-box representation of the system based on 
the SSFD, while  Figure 5(b)  represents the ESD based on this 
black box. 

   Figure 5(a)  shows that the system deals with the manipu-
lation of air (from V1; P1 to V2; P2) across the body of the 
vehicle. � e ESD in  Figure 5(b)  identi� es and represents the 
way of achievement of the black-box function “Manipulate 
Air” in relation to “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal 
speed” use case by decomposing the black-box function into 
subfunctions based on a known architecture of an ARS 
consisting of User Interface, Controller, Motor, Mechanism, 
and Spoiler subsystems. All activities of each of these subsys-
tems are represented on separate � owlines. � e angle of the 
spoiler to manipulate the � ow of air is adjusted based on the 
inputs of energy (V1; C1) and information (VV2; D2; 0°) from 
the vehicle. � e system noti� es the status of the spoiler to the 
driver (Spoiler On). We can reason out intermediate states 
between the input states and the output states based on the 
description of the physical phenomena [ 48 ] that regulate the 
changes of the actors’ attributes. Functional requirements can 
be  directly extracted from the ESD in the “verb + noun 
(object)” format. � e diagram in  Figure 5(b)  includes the 
following functional requirements:

• <F1> Convert Vehicle Status into Control Signal (CS):
� is is an information/signal conversion function 
achieved by the Controller by transforming Vehicle 
attributes (VV2/D2/0°) into a control signal (C3).  

• <F2> Import Electrical Energy (EE):  � is is a 
transmission function for the Motor that brings in EE 
(V1/C1) from the vehicle.  

• <F3> Convert EE to Mechanical Energy (ME):  � e 
motor transforms the imported EE from the vehicle (V1/
C1) into ME (ME1).  

• <F4> Allow Degree of Freedom (DOF):  ME (ME1) from 
the motor enables the mechanism to control its 
movement in one or more directions (DOF1).  

• <F5> Increase Spoiler Angle:  � e mechanism changes 
the angle of the spoiler (10°).  

• <F6> Import Air:  � e spoiler causes the move of the 
� ow of air (v1/P1) over its body.  

• <F7> Diverge Air:  � e spoiler breaks up the � ow of air 
(v2/P2).  

• <F8> Convert Spoiler Angle (θ) to Status Display:
Spoiler angle (10°) changes attribute values of the User 
Interface from Status (Spoiler O� ) to (Spoiler On).  

• <F9> Display Spoiler (θ) Status:  � is transmission 
function displays spoiler status to the driver.    

 � e ESD diagram also facilitates the complete articula-
tion of functional requirements in the “subject + shall + verb 

Adjust spoiler while the vehicle at 
normal speed

Adjust spoiler while the vehicle at 
high speed

«actor»
Air

«actor»
Vehicle

Retract spoiler while the vehicle at 
normal speed

Retract spoiler while the vehicle at 
high speed

uc ARS

Driver

    FIGURE 4       Use-case diagram for the ARS.    
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+ object” format [ 49 ,  50 ] in relation to exchanges that take 
place in terms of change/transfer of actor’s attributes. � is 
enables the practitioner to put more emphasis on other stake-
holders required for the achievement of function through 
change/transfer of actor’s attributes, i.e., input(s), output(s), 
and design element for the ful� llment of the function. For 
example, <F5> can be  articulated as “Mechanism shall 
increase spoiler angle to 10°.” 

 � e way of achievement of functional requirements can 
be detailed through the ESD. For example, as shown in  Figure 
6(a) , <F3> in  Figure 5  consists of two parts: <F3.1> and <F3.2>. 

� e ful� lment of <F3> requires the connection of the � ow of 
CS from Controller to Motor. � is requires to the practitioner 
to consider the achievement of <F3.1> and <F3.2> concur-
rently as <F3.2> depends on <F3.1>.  Figure 6(b)  represents 
this as an “AND” gate where <F3.1> and <F3.2> are shown at 
both “verb + noun (object)” format and “subject + shall + verb 
+ object” format (in italic). 

  Unlike other internal actors, the spoiler in  Figure 5  is 
associated with two � owlines of energy and two functions 
related these � owlines: “Increase Spoiler Angle” related to the 
position of the spoiler and “Diverge Air” related to the design 

(a)

(b)

Vehicle

VV (VV2)
D (D2)

(0 ) Air

v (v2)
P (P2)

Driver

Status (Spoiler On)

ARS

Manipulate Air

Vehicle

V (V1)
C (C1/AC)

Air

v (v1)
P (P1)

    FIGURE 5       (a) Black box and (b) ESD for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case.    
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of the spoiler. Similarly, the external actor vehicle has one 
� owline of energy and one � owline of information.  

  3.4  .      Operation Mode 2: 
Retract Spoiler While the 
Vehicle is at Normal 
Speed 

 Following operation mode 1  in  Section 3.3 , there are two 
possible scenarios based on the use case diagram in  Figure 4 :

    1  .   � e speed of the vehicle goes from “normal” to 
“high,” which triggers “Adjust spoiler while the 
vehicle is at high speed” mode.  

   2  .   � e speed of the vehicle decreases and this activates 
“Retract spoiler while the vehicle is at normal 
speed” mode.    

 � is use-case scenario, as shown in  Figure 7 , is based on 
(2)—the VV and D decreases (from VV2 to VV1 and D4 to 
D1) with time, i.e., the driver slows down the vehicle while 
the vehicle at normal speed. � e system retracts the spoiler 
based on the obtained vehicle attributes. 

  From a Product Development point of view, the func-
tional logic and functional requirements for this operation 
mode are the same as with the “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle 
is at normal speed” use case to a large extent. � e same subsys-
tems/internal actors with the same functions represented in 
ESD of Operation Mode 1 deliver this functionality. � e task 
is to identify attribute values of the internal and external 
actors. In terms of functional requirements, two di� erences 
between ESDs of Operation Mode 1 and Operation Mode 2 
are as follows:

    i  .   � e exclusion of “Import Air” and “Diverge Air” 
functions in  Figure 7  as air is not the external actor of 
the “Retract spoiler while the vehicle is at normal 
speed” use case. � e vehicle attribute “drag 
coe�  cient” re� ects the e� ect of air on the vehicle;  

   ii  .   � e replacement of the “Increase Spoiler Angle” 
function of Spoiler with “Decrease Spoiler Angle”, 
shown as <F10> in  Figure 7 .     

  3.5  .      Operation Modes 3 and 
4: Adjust and Retract 
Spoiler While the Vehicle 
is at High Speed 

 � ese operation modes are based on the same working principles 
with Operation Mode 1 and Operation Mode 2, respectively. 
Operation Mode 3 “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at high 
speed” represents the behavior of the spoiler if the driver speeds 
up the vehicle from the “retracted” state (VV1) to the state of high 
speed (VV3).  Appendix 1.a  represents ESD for this operation mode. 

 Coherent with ESD of Operation Mode 1 in  Figure 5(b) , 
the system needs to address the transfer and transformation 
of attribute values for operation mode 3 via the same functions 
and the actors. Similarly, in line with  Figure 7 ,  Appendix 1.b  
shows that the system retracts the spoiler if the speed of the 
vehicle drops to a certain level and attribute values of relevant 
actors change accordingly.   

  3.6  .      Integration of Multiple 
Operation Modes in the 
ESD 

 � e � ow and type of operation modes of an ARS may be varied 
depending on the environment, the state of the vehicle, and 
driver preference. � is case study focused on operation modes 
of the spoiler based on the assumption that the � ow of the 
spoiler state will follow the order in  Figure 8 . Dotted arrows 
point to the operation modes. 

  Figure 8  shows the � ow of the spoiler state in terms of 
state transitions on a state machine diagram. � e state of the 
spoiler changes from spoiler o�  to spoiler on/normal speed 
or spoiler on/high speed before the retraction of the spoiler. 

    FIGURE 6       The analysis of <F3> based on the ESD.    
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    FIGURE 7       ESD for “Retract spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case.    
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Spoiler on

High speed

Adjust spoiler Retract spoiler
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1

Operation
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3
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2
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4

    FIGURE 8       The fl ow of spoiler states.    
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 Scope lines facilitate the establishment of relationships 
between the external and the internal actors, as well as 
between internal actors to realize the operation modes in 
 Figure 8 .  Figure 9  illustrates this relationship for Operation 
Mode 1 and Operation Mode 2 based on the attribute values 
of the internal and external actors. 

   Figure 9  represents attributes with their values held by 
Vehicle, Mechanism, Spoiler, and Driver as output and input 
states at the boundary of the scope lines of Operation Mode 
1 and Operation Mode 2, respectively. � e role of scope lines 
in the development of ESDs of Operation Mode 1 and 

Operation Mode 2 shown in  Figure 9  applies to the develop-
ment of ESDs for Operation Mode 3 and Operation Mode 4. 
In this case, scope lines show the relationship between the 
input states of “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal 
speed” and “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at high speed” 
operation modes, as shown in  Figure 10 . 

  � e spoiler moves from “retracted” state to “normal 
speed” and “high speed” state in Operation Mode 1 and 
Operation Mode 3, respectively. � erefore, the initial attribute 
values (VV and D) of the vehicle and the air are not the same 
for these operation modes.   

    FIGURE 9       The role of scope lines in the development of ESDs—relationship between input and output states.    
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    FIGURE 10       The role of scope lines in the development of ESDs—relationship between input states.    
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  4  .      Integration of ESD with 
Model-Based Function 
FMA 

 � ere is a signi� cantly increased interest in the integration of 
the FMA methodologies [ 51 ,  52 ,  53 ] with the MBSE to enhance 
the e� ectiveness of product development (see, for example, 
[ 54 ,  55 ]). We will be discussing the support that the ESD meth-
odology is o� ering for model-based function failure analysis 
within a systems engineering context early in the product 
development, based on the FMA methodology described 
in [ 12 ]. 

 � is section starts by introducing the development of an 
SSFD based on the ESD for an operation mode and the 
synthesis of SSFDs for various operation modes of the same 
system into a single functional model based on the ARS case 
study. While the ESD focuses on functional modelling of one 
operation mode of a system in respect of the other operation 
modes of the same system, the synthesis of SSFDs enables the 
capture of functional models of di� erent operation modes in 
a single diagram, which provides an integrated “logical 
model” of the system. 

 � e SSFD [ 47 ], underpinned by the state-based modelling 
and states description through attributes, provides systematic 
guidance to the analyst in carrying out exchange-based artic-
ulation of functional requirements along with their speci� ca-
tions. � e functional model of the ARS extracted from the 
ESD can be shown as an SSFD.  Figure 11  represents this based 
on <F3> in  Figure 5(b)  for the “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle 
is at normal speed” use case. 

   Figure 12  shows a complete SSFD for the “Adjust spoiler 
while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case based on its ESD 
in  Figure 5(b) . 

  As shown by numbered functions with  in  Figure 5(b) , 
functions in ESD are mapped top-down in relation to interac-
tions between the actors and the system. � is re� ects the time 
sequence characteristic of the SD by relating the time dimen-
sion to the function reasoning based on operations on � ows. 
� e development of an SSFD based on ESD enables the SSFD 
to ensure that time and parameter dependency are appropri-
ately captured in the system functional model. Unlike the ESD 
in  Figure 5(b) , numbered functions with  in  Figure 12  are 
mapped from down to top as the auxiliary � ows with associ-
ated functions should take place � rst for the ful� llment of the 
function(s) on the main � ow. For example, F3 cannot take 
place without the output of F1. � is addresses an important 
gap in � ow-based functional modelling frameworks (including 
established frameworks such as Functional Basis of Stone and 
Wood) where time is not appropriately captured in the func-
tional � ow representation. 

 The representation of the initial and the final value(s) 
of the attribute(s) of the actors as states at the boundary 
of the scope lines in the ESD facilitates the synthesis of 
SSFD functional models derived from ESDs for the ARS’s 
use cases into a single overall system model through the 
identification of the states that couple for the individual 
SSFD function models. By doing so, it is possible to illus-
trate the activation of a selection of functions in respect 
of a particular operation mode in the overall functional 
model of the system via the conditional fork node intro-
duced in the SSFD.  Figure 13  illustrates the SSFD func-
tional model of the ARS, including all operation modes 
shown in  Figure 4 . Another industrial case study of the 
synthesis of functional models from operation modes 
using the SSFD has been described by [ 56 ] with a focus on 
a nested systems approach. 

  � e structure of the ESD (the � owlines, functions, and 
associated design elements) underpins the identi� cation and 
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    FIGURE 11       The development of an SSFD from an ESD.    
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    FIGURE 12       SSFD for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case.    
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    FIGURE 13       Integrated ARS SSFD system function model—including all operation modes.    
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the evaluation of risks based on the existing Function FMA 
methodology (e.g., [ 57 ]). 

 A function tree provides a fundamental engineering 
understanding of how a system achieves its function through 
subfunctions.  Figure 14(a)  shows a conventional function tree 
extracted from the functional decomposition de� ned through 
the ESD and the SSFD of “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is 
at normal speed” use case in  Figures 5(b)  and  12 , respectively. 
Similarly, an architecture tree can be derived from the ESD 
of the same use case as in  Figure 14(b) . 

  A boundary diagram shows a graphical representation 
of a system, showing both the internal components and the 
external interfaces for the operation of the system in relation 
to the � ows of material, energy, and information. � e alloca-
tion of � owlines (of material, energy, and information) and 
functions to components in the ESD provides a basis for the 
development of a system boundary diagram, as shown in 
 Figure 15  for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal 
speed” use case. � e diagram in  Figure 15  includes the design 
elements identi� ed on the ESD with the � ow’s energy, material, 
and information. Vehicle’s relevant subsystems and air are 

shown as the inputs to the system boundary, while “spoiled” 
air and “informed” driver are represented as the outputs from 
the system boundary. 

  � e ESD underpins the development of the interface 
analysis template (IAT), described by [ 49 ] and further 
enhanced and customized for use in practice by [ 57 ], to 
capture requirements of a system based on interface reasoning. 
 Figure 16  represents this based on <F1> and <F2> of ESD for 
Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case. 

  Other functional and architectural requirements of these 
interfaces can be identi� ed via the IAT. � e decomposition 
of <F3> into <F3.1> and <F3.2> in  Figure 6  can be considered 
in this respect. As regards  Figure 16 , the achievement of both 
<F1> and <F2> can be detailed by identifying related interac-
tion operations and functional requirements.  Figure 16  shows 
this in gray rows: (i) the gray row on the top focuses on the 
move of EE from vehicle to motor, that is, it approaches to 
<F1> from the vehicle’s side in relation to Vehicle-Motor inter-
face; (ii) the gray row on the bottom addresses the need for 
bringing the CS from the Vehicle. As shown in  Figure 16 , 
functional requirements for the Vehicle-Controller interface 

    FIGURE 14       The development of function tree (a) and structure tree (b) from the ESD.    
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    FIGURE 15       ARS boundary diagram for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case.    
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    FIGURE 16       (a) An excerpt from ESD for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at normal speed” use case. (b) Interface analysis 
based on (a).    
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are associated with both Operation Mode 1 (UC1) and 
Operation Mode 3 (UC2). 

 � e ESD can enhance function failure reasoning via the 
IAT, and this can lead to the development of a Failure Mode 
and E� ects Analysis (FMEA) type analysis.  Figure 17  repre-
sents the � ow of information from the ESD through the IAT 
for <F2> for the development of such an analysis.   

  5  .      Discussion 
 A system with multiple operation modes can change its 
con� guration state from one to another. � e change of the 
con� guration state can lead to the introduction of a di� erent 
technology to ful� ll the system’s function (e.g., powering a 
hybrid electric vehicle only by electric) or the change in the 
state of a speci� c component/subsystem (e.g., temperature 
control mode of a hair dryer). 

 � e change in the state of a speci� c component (or a 
subsystem) means the change of its measurable attributes 

(such as size, position, and temperature) to ful� ll functional 
requirements related to di� erent operation modes. � e ESD 
complements the approach commonly seen in literature and 
used by systems engineers in this respect, where functional 
analysis of a system is not carried out in the context of its 
multiple operation modes systematically. Sequences of 
multiple operation modes are coupled in respective functional 
model representations through the coherent alignment of 
attributes and values. Scope lines facilitate the coupling of 
operation modes by representing input and output attributes 
of actors with their values in ESDs of relevant use cases, as 
shown in  Figures 9  and  10 . 

 � e representation of time in a graphical functional model 
coherent with the principles of standard SD supports the use 
of the ESD in the analysis of the dynamic behavior of complex 
physical systems. ESDs of the ARS in  Sections 3.3 - 3.5  show 
which components and subsystems need to achieve one or more 
than one function through a change of the attribute values at 
di� erent times.  Table 1  represents the case for the spoiler.   

  � e spoiler changes its position at di� erent velocities and 
pressures of air. As shown in  Table 1 , the spoiler in the ESDs 
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    FIGURE 17       Flow of information from the ESD to an FMEA analysis through the IAT.    
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of Operation Mode 1 and Operation Mode 3 includes two 
more functional requirements for the manipulation of the 
� ow of the air: “Import Air” and Diverge Air.” � e same func-
tional requirements are related to di� erent operational states 
that are dependent on di� erent values of the same attributes 
in the ARS. � e ESD enables the capture of this through a 
coherent mapping of transformations and transmission func-
tions in terms of the measurable attributes of the actors. 
Functional requirements in  Table 1  re� ect the requirements 
of the spoiler both as a component and as a feature. “Increase/
Decrease Spoiler Angle” is related to the operation of the 
spoiler in relation to other parts of the ARS, whereas “Import/
Diverge Air” is about the design of the spoiler, i.e., shape. 

 � e ESD provides opportunities for structure sharing, 
which is a challenge in the design of products with multiple 
modes [ 7 ].  Table 1  shows the allocation of four functional 
requirements to the spoiler. A component may also require 
addressing only one functional requirement in relation to 
operational states that are dependent on di� erent values of 
the same attributes. For example, the function of “Mechanism” 
only is to satisfy the functional requirement of “allow DOF” 
but also provide this function at di� erent times for di� erent 
attribute values of its input and the output for four use cases 
analyzed in  Section 3 . Only by satisfying these criteria can 
this mechanism be selected. 

 � e ESD also facilitates the architecture development of 
a system. � is is an important feature in the development of 
a new system or feature at the early-stage conceptual analysis 
[ 14 ]. Functional models and architecture could be evolved, 
and furthermore, they could be  converged with di� erent 
embodiment choices. For example, � owlines and functions 
of Motor and Mechanism can be  allocated to a single 
subsystem. Adaptable design, introduced by [ 58 ] and further 
developed by numerous researchers (e.g., [ 59 ,  60 ]), promotes 
the idea of replacing multiple products with one product with 

a set of replaced or added certain modules. � e ESD can also 
be used to support adaptable design based on the same meth-
odology. In a similar vein, as illustrated and discussed by [ 4 ], 
the subsystem can be decomposed into its components as the 
ESD facilitates the transition between levels of abstraction. 
For example, the analysis of the controller can be further 
deployed to the nested functional decomposition analysis and 
representation of its components (e.g., for the design and 
analysis of sensors). 

 In the case of the graphical representation itself, all ESDs 
were completed using Microso�  Visio. We acknowledge that 
further development needs to be done (including compati-
bility with relevant MBSE/SysML packages) to promote the 
take-up of the ESD by practitioners. 

  Figure 17  shows that the ESD provides a coherent way to 
the development of FMEA through the IAT. � e role of the 
ESD in the practice of function failure mode analysis and 
avoidance can be summarized as follows:

•    � e ESD supports the development of the system model 
through the generation of Function Tree, Structure Tree, 
and System Boundary Diagram.  

•   Functional requirements of the system can be extracted 
from the ESD in a structured way, and these 
requirements can be fed into IAT, which leads to a more 
detailed analysis of these requirements.  

•   � e development of FMEA based on IAT provides a 
detailed analysis of the system by documenting potential 
failure modes with their causes and other 
relevant details.    

 � e development of the IAT underpinned by the ESD in 
the identification of other functional requirements of a 
component/subsystem supports the identi� cation of a combi-
nation of failure modes on FMEA. Gray rows in  Figure 17  

  TABLE 1      Mapping of spoiler’s functional requirements to the inputs, the outputs, and operation modes.   

Operation mode
Input

Function
Output

Attribute Value Attribute Value
1 Spoiler angle 0° Increase spoiler angle Spoiler angle 10°

3 0° 30°

2 10° Decrease spoiler angle 0°

4 30° 0°

1 Air velocity v1 Import air Air velocity v1

3 v3 v3

1 Air pressure P1 Air pressure P1

3 P3 P3

1 Air velocity v1 Diverge air Air velocity v2

3 v3 v4

1 Air pressure P1 Air pressure P2

3 P3 P4 ©
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shows this by documenting functional requirement related to 
the achievement of <F2> and relating this functional require-
ment along with interface information to a failure in the same 
component, namely, the spoiler.  

  6  .      Conclusions 
 � is article presented further methodological development 
and insights into the ESD, in conjunction with a case study 
related to functional analysis of a single component with a 
shape-changing aspect. � is both validated the applicability 
of the ESD in the analysis of such systems and contributed to 
existing knowledge of functional analysis of such a system in 
the context of its multiple operation modes in a systematic 
way. � e use of the ESD to support model-based Function 
Failure Mode Analysis and Avoidance was also shown to 
address methodological challenges in the identi� cation and 
evaluation of risks during product development in the 
automotive industry. 

 � e analysis of an ARS system through the ESD shows 
its capability to analyze operation modes of a system with the 
same functional requirements that are dependent on the 
transmission and conversion of the same attributes with 
di� erent values. � is also illustrates the applicability of the 
ESD across the � ows of di� erent types (i.e., energy, informa-
tion, and material), and engineering disciplines (e.g., mechan-
ical and electrical). � e concept of Scope Lines enables the 
coupling of ESDs of operation modes of the same system by 
facilitating the coherent alignment of attributes and values 
and therefore capturing and representing function sequences. 
� is facilitates the analysis of the dynamic behavior of systems 
whose operational modes are dependent on different 
attribute values. 

 Both the development of a � ow-based diagram, SSFD, 
from the ESD for an operation mode and the synthesis of 
SSFDs from ESDs of di� erent operation modes of the same 
system into a single functional model may be of assistance to 
the practitioners who are interested in this topic. � e develop-
ment of SSFD from ESD enables the SSFD to capture the time 
dimension in the function reasoning, which is an important 
gap in � ow-based functional modelling frameworks. Scope 
lines in the ESD facilitate the identi� cation of the coupling of 
the individual SSFD that leads to the aggregation of SSFDs 
for operation modes of the same system into a single func-
tional model. � e SSFD enables the activation of relevant 
functions in relation to a particular operation mode in the 
context of the overall functional model of the system encom-
passing multiple operation modes. 

 � e development of FMEA from the ESD through the 
IAT provides a systematic way of identifying a combination 
of failure modes of a system or a component on FMEA. � is 
paves the way for the use of ESD in relation to requirement-
based testing, design veri� cation, and validation of systems 
at the conceptual design stage. 

 Our future work focuses on the automation of ESD and 
its integration with other methods through relevant MBSE 
packages to make the ESD more accessible to practitioners.    
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   A .    Appendix 1.a 
 ESD for “Adjust spoiler while the vehicle is at high speed” use case. 
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    B .    Appendix 1.b 
 ESD for “Retract (b) spoiler while the vehicle is at high speed” use case.     
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CS
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Decrease
Spoiler
Angle
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Controller Motor

V (V4)
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ME
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User Interface

Status (Spoiler On)
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Status Display Display             

Spoiler ( )
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Spoiler

Driver
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Status (Spoiler Off)

Status (Spoiler Off)

Vehicle

V (V4)
C (C7/AC)
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(30 )

VV (VV1)
D (D1)

(30 )

V (V4)
C (C7/AC)

V (V5)
C (C9/AC)

VV (VV1)
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STATES OF OPERATION 
Retracted/Inactive: 0 VV VV1; 0 D D1; 0
High Speed: VV2<VV VV3<; D2<D D3; 30

DOF (DOF2)

LEGEND
EE: Electrical Energy
ME: Mechanical Energy

: Spoiler Angle
v: Air Velocity
VV: Vehicle Velocity
V: Voltage
P: Pressure
DOF: Degree of Freedom
C: Current
CS: Control Signal
D: Drag Coefficient
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